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Articles 17 and 18 

The CHAIRMAN pointed out that the Drafting Committee hud 

transmitted to the Commission the text of articles 17 and 18 as adopted 

by the United Nations Conference on Freedom of Information. Amendments 

to that text had been presented by France, China and the Union of Soviet 

Socialist Bepublics (documents E/CN.fc/82/Add.â, E/CW.4/102, and E/CN.4/95). 

She then opened disouesion of the USSR amendment as the moBt removed text 

from the Geneva draft. 

Mr. PAVLOV (Union jof Soviet Socialist Bepublics) asked for 

separate votes on the three important principles in the USSR amendment 

(document E/CN.U/95, page 8): freedom of expression in accordance with 

the principles of democracy (first part of paragraph 1), limitation of 

that freedcm against fascist and war propaganda (second part of paragraph 1), 

and government subsidy to democratic organs of the presB (paragraph 2). All 

those principles should be acceptable to truo believ3re in democracy. 

Speaking on the second part of paragraph 1, Mr Pavlov stated that the 

"bitter lesson of fascist and imperialist vara had shown the need to limit 

the freedcm of expression of fascists who even now cerried on their 

dangerous war propaganda, contrary to the desires of the people. The 

present amendment was drawn up in accordance with the General Assembly 

Resolution 127 (II) dealing with the publication of f*lee or distorted 

reports likely to impair friendly relations among nations. 

As regards paragraph 2 of the USSR amendment, Mr. Pavlov wished to 

correct certain allegations made at the time of a previous discussion 

/of that 
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of that question. Tho UStiR uatondaent did not aim at mtiorv.Illation of tho 

proue, nor would ltn rceulta be aa ft\r-reachln3 an thoee achieved inolde 

tho Union of Soviet Socialist Republics vfcere tfcere vne not only n 

tremendous circulation of the najor dai l ies , t>ut where o i l prof e a clonal 

and otlicr tjroupa had, with goveruDODt assistance, their own prose on/pM. 

which truly reflected the people's point of viov. 

The solo purpose of that amendment was to enable the people to 

tra i l Uieoeolvea fully of their right of freedom of expraesion by pro-

voding that f a c i l i t i e s for printing navepeparo should bo extended to thea 

by their ovn govormnrats. Such provision was also necessary to counter

balance the nevapaper era? 1 en te o and aooopollee through which, in many 

countries, email groupe of people had complete control over the standardized 

n«wo published in their papers* Mr. Pavlov referred to eoveral such ovuera 

of ncwapapere, particularly in the Unitod States of America end tho United 

Kingdom. There had been a narked trend teffarda monopollzatlen of n^vspapei 

publications in certain oountrlee. Moreover, the ovnere of thoee syndicates 

were frequently conceoted vlth other big buslnoea concerna and taun ref le etc 

e different point of vlev from that of the people. That» circumstance had boer 

particularly «fpazent during the late President Booasvelt's electoral 

caapel{3jn3. deferring to a statement by the late Lord Northciiffs, owner 

of numerous British newspapers, that i t vas iapooflible to start a neveprper 

on leati then two Bullion, Mr. Pavlov stroaeod that i t wns extrçitsly unfair 

f EC© 

that financial reaaona should prevent tho people /having neve pu pert? refle-ctin, 

their own viows. There vaa no need to fear that govornaent aubaiditction 

of newapepera would lerd to goverment control of tho latter oince 

Individual Journalists hnd ohovn independence of view and objectivity, even 

under the eyoteta of novepapor oyndicatee. However, cctie influence by a 

democratic govermeiit waa to be preferred to oontrol of tho pr*sj by 

/bueineae 
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business intereste. In view of the importance of the matter, h# asked 

for a roll call vote on his proposal. 

Mr. QUIJANO (Panama) opposed government subsidy to organs 

of the press. It was undemocratic and would work against the principle 

of freedom of expression. Even control by small groups was to be pre

ferred to the poeeiblity of complète government control of the press 

through subsidise. He was therefore against the USSR amendment. 

Mr. CASSIN (France) felt that the USdR provisions for imple

menting freedom of expression, while valuable, vere inappropriate in the 

present context. The French delegation had alvays felt that freedom 

entailed responsibility, as reflected in the French amendment to article 17. 

However, he would withdraw his own wnondnient to articles 17 end 18 

in favour of the Geneva draft, provided the expression; "on hie own 

responsibility" was inserted in the latter text. As regards the second 

part of paragraph 1 of the USSR proposal, he recognised the pernicious 

effects of war propaganda -- amply demonstrated at the unsuccessful 

disarmament conference of 1925 in Geneva -- but raised the question whether 

such provisions should be incited in the present text. Referring to simile 

proposals previously discussed and rejected, he stressed the need for a 

strong, over-all limitation claus® in article 2, and reserved the right to 

propose at a later date the necessary amendments to that article ( iafetfB&UJS 

® pror&ix» ̂relating to iutensstloml co-operatich reouireaenta). He would 

vote «against the OSER eaonâmewt, ûot -because, he objected to .the principle 

proposed, but because such provisions belong to article 2. 

/The CHAIRMAN 
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The CEADWAH, as representative of the United States of 

America, etated that eha supported the vording submitted by the United 

Rations Conference on Freeda» of Information. 

Mr. CEAUG- (Chim) also supported the text submitted by the 

United Hâtions Conference on Freedom of Information, "but proposed, in 

viev of the previously agreed substitution of the «ord "opinion" for 

the word "thought" in the fir3t line of the Geneve text, the following 

re-errangement of the article: "Everyone shall have the right to freedom 

of opinion and expression; tMs right shall include freedom to seek, 

receive and impart information and ideas without inference and regardless 

of frontière." The word "by any means" in the third line of the Geneva 

text seemed superfluous. He would not oppose, however, the Inclusion of 

such an idea, but suggested that the words should be changed to: "through 

ell media of expression". 

Mr. MAUK (Lebanon) explained that be could not support the 

USSB amendment for the following reasons; the first sentence of paragraph 1 

of that amenda©»* lapcsed a limitation upon the freedom, of expression, an 

absolute and unrestricted right. Furthermore, freedom of expression shoul' 

be ebovo guarantees of lew which could be withdrawn at any time, fie also 

Questioned the desirability of singling out freedom of artistic representa

tion fro» among other similar freedoms not mentioned. 

As regards the second part of paragraph 1 of the USSR proposal, while 

he was opposed to fascism, he thought that it did not constitute the only 

evil of society; consequently such a provision would lead to further 

unnecessary enumeration. The main purpose was to lay down the positive 

and basic freedom of expression, limitations could be provided elsewhere. 

/Paragraph 2 
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Paragraph 2 seemed to imply a form of state control over the press 

which vas ae undesirable as control by private monopolies. He vould like 

to see a completely free press vhich he was sure vould be able to correct 

its ovn shortcomings. 

He therefore suggested that the Commission should respect the 

decision of the Conference and adopt its better formulated text. 

Mr. LKBEAU (Belgium) thought that the vote about to be taken 

did not relate to the ideas, but the formulation of the different proposals. 

He vould vote against the USSR amendment in view of the fact that the other 

proposais were better formulated. 

Mrs. MEHTA (India) felt that the Commission should accept 

the text vhich the United Hâtions Conference on Freedom of Information had 

jLOpted after thorouj£i discussion. 

Mr. VTJXSOK (United Kingdom) also preferred the text submitted 

by the Conference. Referring to some raa&rfcs by the USSR representative, 

he pointed out that in any case the greater diversity in the opinions 

expressed in the United Eingdom indicated a condition fundamental to democracy, 

ïhe CHAIRMAN said that in -riar of àcr previous request that 

tho Coranlesion should confine itself exclusively to the consideration of 

brood pr^ciplos, she vould refrain from correcting some remarks made during 

the discussion. 

Mr. HOCD (Auutralia) agreed vlth the foregoing speakers, In 

particular vlth the Lebanese representative. The USSR proposal resembled 

another proposal Introduced during the last regular session of the General 

Assembly, and unanimously settled after prolonged debate. While that 

/propose! 
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proposal had been treated as a political question, the Commission was 

at present concerned with the formulation of principles of human rights. 

He would therefore vote against the USSR proposal. 

Mr. LARRAIK (Chile) shared the Belgian representative's vieve. 

He supported phe principles underlying the USSR text, but felt that it was a 

question of chocs&teg the most adeqmte draft. 

Mr. LCUTFI (Egypt), while sharing some of the views expressed 

by the USSR représentative, supported the shorter and clearer text submitted 

by the Conference. 

Mr. XLËXDVKIH (Ukrainian Soviet Socialist Republic) observed 

that the Lebanese fear that mentioning the principles of democracy in the 

first sentence of the USSR proposal would unduly limit freedom of opinion and 

expression was particularly difficult to understand since democratic prin

ciples vere the basis of the United Hâtions Charter and of the work of the 

C amission. 

The second sentence of the USSR proposal was a logical sequence to the 

first, as it vas aimed ^ninet fascism and aggression which were contrary to 

the principles of democracy. The United Nations would be ae unsuccessful 

ae the League of Hâtions had een in dealing with aggressors if it could 

not agree to take a clear stand against them. The terrific coat in lives 

of the la«t war surely shou*a have taught some m&rth-while lessons. 

The Lebanese representative had suggested that if limitations on free

dom of speech were enumerated, the list should be complete and should include 

for example, a provision against pornography, l'hère was an important 

difference, however, between specifying fascism and aggression, 

which had proved to be the worst scourges humanity had ever known and o^h^r 

/lesser evils; 
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lesser evilsj and to fail to condemn them, particularly for such 

formalistic reasons as had been given, would "be unfair and unjust 

to the hopes of millions of people throughout the world. 

Mr. FONTAINA (Uruguay) pointed out that under the USSR 

proposal it might he possible to justify the control of information 

and the press exercised in Franco Spain. The word "fnucit-of' did 

not technically include the Spanieh regime, which call;A itself 

"phalangiat", nor did it include imperialism and other ''itvje". 

The USSR text was therefore particularly restrictive and he would 

vote against it. 

Mr. STEPANEHKO (Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic) 

stressed the important substantive difference between the USSS 

proposal and the other proposals. The first part of the U03E draft 

was completely in accordance with the spirit and letter of the 

United Nations Charter in that it spoke of strengthening inter

national co-operation in order to achieve world peace and security. 

Referring t: the point raised by the Uruguay a-.: repreeentative, 

Mr. Stepanenko recalled that in two different resolutions the 

General Assembly had pronounced the Franco regime in Spain fascist 

and the USSR draft, in speaking of fascism, would therefore 

neoossarily include ixanco Spain. It would moreover guarantee that 

the freedoms mentioned would be used in the interests of democracy. 

Not to limit the freedoms proclaimed in article 17 would be 

dangerous. The Nazis, prior to the Second World War had given 

an example of how the presB could incite racial and national hatreds 

that led to war. As a member of a country whose lossaa were among 

the most severe of those endured by Haai victims, he appealed to 

the members of the Commission to accept the USSR proposal in order 

to protect the world from a renewal of the catastrophe of war. 
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Mr» VILFAH (Yugoslavia) thought the discussion held at 

the previous meeting on the subject of the right to marriage had 

proved that members of the Commission could be convinced by 

arguments that explained a need felt by millions of people. The 

suggestion that it would be necessary to give a complete list of 

restrictions to freedom of opinion and expression if fascism and 

aggression were specified, was incorrect. The average citizen 

anywhere would probably not even know the meaning of the word 

pornography, for example; yet everybody in all parts of the world 

understood the difference between war and peace. Only recently 

when there had seemed to be a probability that another war could 

be avoided, people everywhere rejoiced. The Declaration on the 

Eights of Man could not fail, therefore, to mention the obligations 

of the press to fight against war. 

Mr. LOPEZ (Philippines) opposed the USSB draft and 

supported the text adopted by the Conference on the Freedom of 

Information, with minor amendments. The Soviet proposal to state 

certain limitations en the right to freedom of opinion and 

expression was unnecessary in view of the provisions of article 2 

of the Declaration. Mr. Lopez was willing, however, to consider 

the French proposal to strengthen article 2 by including in it 

reference to the requirements of international co-operation. Explicit 

restrictions on freedom of speech and of the press would threaten 

the whole principle of freedom, for in attempting to restrict the 

abuses of freedom, the baBic freedom itself might be denied. 

Mr. Lopez felt tha,t in spite of the faults of the press in 

his own country he would be unwilling to exchange the system in 

use there for any system which would make the press a tool of the 

Government. With a free press there was at least a possibility 

of improvement, but there was no possibility for remedying a press-



Mr. PAVLOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) asked 

that paragraph 1 of his draft amendment should be voted on as a 

whole , as the statements made had indicated, that members of the 

Commission who could not accept the second sentence would not 

accept the first sentence either. He was convinced, however, that 

history would Justify his proposal. 

The objection to including freedom of artistic representation 

unless scientific and other freedoms were mentioned seemed unfounded 

since the latter would be covered by freedom of speech and press. 

Some representatives had objected to his proposal on the 

ground that it did not include an exhaustive list of the limitations 

on the freedom of speech and press. He was prepared to mention 

other limitations if it were so desired; but the USSR delegation 

had specified only those which it considered most important and 

most acceptable to the Commission. It was hard to imagine that 

anyone could seriously be opposed to prohibiting fascism and 

incitement to hatred. 

In reply to the point raised by the Philippine représentât!ve, 

Mr. Pavlov said that the Euremberg trials had shown ways for 

curtailing the freedoms end activities of the enemies of democracy 

without doing harm to democratic elements themselves. 

A vote was taken "by roll-call on paragraph 1 of the USSR 

prrpoeal. The result of the vote was as follows; 

In favour; Byelorussian Soviet Socialist Republic, Ukrainian 

Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet Socialist 

Republics, Yugoslavia 

Against ; Australia, Belgium, Chile, China, Egypt, France, 

India, Lebanon, Panama, Philippines, United Kingd^, 

United States of America, Uruguay 

Absent ; Iran 

Paragraph 1 of the USSR proposal was rejected hy thirteen 

votes to four. 
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A vote van taken by roll-call on paragraph 2 cf the USSB 

proposal. The result of the vote vas as follows; 

In favour; Byelorussian Soviet Socialist .Republic , Ukrainian 

Soviet Socialist Republic, Union of Soviet Socialiet 

Eepublics, Yugoslavia 

Against; Australia, Belgium, Ohile, China, Egypt, France, 

In&la, Lebanon, Panama, Philippines, United Kingdom 

United States of America, Uruguay 

Absent ; Iran 

Paragraph 2 of the U68R proposal vas rejected by thirteen 

votes to four. 

The CHAERNAH turned to consideration of the proposed 

French amendment to add to the first line of article 17 the vords 

"on his own responsibility", 

Mr. X£BEAU (Belgium) did not think the meaning of the 

words proposed was clear. 

Mr. WILSON (United Kingdom) recalled the history of the 

article under consideration. After prolonged discussions in the 

Sub-Commission on Freedom of Information and the Press and at the 

Geneva Conference on Freedom of Information, a text had been adoptea 

by the Conference, by a vote of 29 in favour and 6 against. A 

proposal such as that which had Just been made by the French 

representative had been presented to the Conference and had been 

rejected. 

The Commission should be extremely wary of making changes 

in a text that had been arrived at after so much thought. It 

should feel an obligation to respect views so emphatically 

expressed by the Conference, especially since the document und^r 

preparation would go before the Economic and Social Council and 

/finally 



finally to the General Assembly itself where the representation 

would more nearly parallel that of the Conference than did the 

representation in the Commission. 

Referring to certain Chinese amendments, Mr. Wilson pointed 

out that changing the word "thought" to the word "opinion" in the 

first line of the Conference text, vas merely a logical result of 

changes that had be«n wade in the previous article. He was also 

willing to accept as a drafting change the substitution of the 

words "through all media of expression" for "by any means", in 

order to clarify a meaning which might have been ambiguous in the 

original wording. He hoped, however, that the Commission would 

feel bound not to introduce any new ideas or to exclude any ideas 

which were already contained in the text. 

Mr. CASSIN (Prance) was convinced by the argument 

presented by the Uhitad Kingdom representative that the Commission 

should feel morally bound to follow the text submitted by the 

Conference on the Freedom of Information. He therefore withdrew 

his proposal and also stated hie approval of substituting "through 

all, media of expression" for "by any means". 

Mr. HOOD (Australia) agreed with the United Kingdom 

representative that the CommissicBi should not make any substantive 

changes in the text submitted. However, he aporoved the Chinese 

wording as a necessary and proper «iroftinc zbmiss resulting from 

the substitution of the word "opinion" for the word "thought" In 

the first line. 

Mr. CHABG (CMna) did not thin^ that the suggestions 

of the Conference on the Freedom of Information were necesearlV 

binding on the Commission but he agreed that the important ideas 

in the Conference text should be retained. It seemed redundant, 

however, to keep the phrase "to hold opinions" in the second line, 

if freedom of opinion had already been mentioned in the first line. 



Mr. MALIK (Lebanon) pointed out that the first clur.se 

of the Conference tort vas a general statement of principle, which 

vas explained in the second clause. If the phrase "to hold opinions" 

were omitted, then part of the pz'oceaa of enjoying the right stated 

in the first clause, would be missing. It was not, therefore, 

redundant to retain the phrase in the second part. 

Ho was prepared to accept the substitution of "through all 

media of expression" for "by any means". 

Mr. LOPEZ (Philippines) observed that freedom to impart 

information necessarily implied freedom to hold opinions and he 

therefore supported the Chinese suggestion to omit "to hold opinions" 

in the second line. He also favoured changing "thought" to 

"opinion" in the first line and placing the phrase "without 

interference" before "regardless of frontiers", as the two phrases 

taken together would make for a more harmonious and logical 

statement. 

Mr. PAVLOV (Union of Soviet Socialist Republics) asked 

whether the words "freedom of opinion" implied in English, as they 

did in the Bussian translation, both the freedom to hold an opinion 

and the freedom to convince others of such an opinion. He also 

wondered whether "regardless of frontiers" referred to geographical 

or moral frontiers. 

In reply to the point raised by the Philippine representative, 

Mr. Pavlov observed that frequently people did impart opinions 

which they did not themselves hold, as for example certain 

newspapermen wrote articles that expressed the opinions of the 

owners of the papers rather than their personal convictions. 

/The CHAIEMAH 
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The CHAIRMAN explained t h a t in the f i r s t l i n e fro rloia 

of opinion and exproeslon meant tho r i g h t t o form any opinion and 

to opeoi: f ree ly about I t . 

She ogroed with the IBSR ropreeen ta t ivo t h a t I t was poeeiblo 

to i npa r t an opinion which an Ind iv idua l d id not, h l a a e l f ho ld , but 

ehe observed t h a t nevapepermen who followed «uch a p r a c t i c e wore 

genera l ly look" upon as l ack ing In i n t e g r i t y . 

Mr. CHAflG (China) suggested tha t the r ep reecn t a t l ve s 

of Lebanon, P h i l i p p i n e s , tho United Ongd.om and China should t i y 

t o prepare fo r the af ternoon a»c t ing a t e x t t h a t would be 

acceptable to the Coaniss ion. 

The CHAIRMAN s t a t ed t h a t tho Chinese suggest ion would 

be fol lowed. 

Tho meeting roee a t l.oG p.m. 




